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Abstract
Numerical simulation of ice accretion on a
rotating aero-engine cone under icing condition
is presented. The flow field around the rotating
cone is obtained by computational fluid
dynamic code. The trajectories of supercooled
water droplets and the collection efficiency are
calculated by Eulerian approach. Heat and
mass balance on rotating cone surface is taken
into account in icing process simulation. The
effects of rotating speeds and free stream
temperature on the icing process are also
studied. The simulation results show that the
runback water plays a very important role in
icing process and the rotating speed has slightly
effect on ice accretion on the cone surface. The
effect of different free stream temperature on ice
accumulation on the cone surface is also
analyzed.
1 Introduction
Ice accretion on the inlet of an aero-engine
could adversely affect the characteristics of the
inlet flow field and degrade the engine’s
performance. If the shed ice is sucked into the
engine, it may be lead to serious mechanical
damages. In order to reduce the hazards caused
by in-flight icing, an anti-icing or de-icing
system should be used. Hot air bleeding from
high pressure compressor is widely used in inlet
anti-icing systems. The air for hot-air anti-icing
system must be bled from compressor. Air
bleeding will lead to engine performance
penalties. The de-icing method removes the
accumulated ice using electric or hot air to
increase the surface temperature to be near or
above the freezing point. In some rotating parts

of an aero-engine such as rotating cone, ice is
removed from surface by centrifugal and
aerodynamic force that is larger than ice
adhesive force on the surface when ice
accumulates to a certain thickness [1]. This
method has no great effect on the aero-engine
performance. The rotating cone of commercial
turbofan engine usually adopts special cone
angle design or surface coating to remove ice
from surface. It is necessary to investigate the
ice accretion on rotating cone surface to predict
the ice shedding and inlet aerodynamic
characteristics.
The physical processes of ice accretion are
complex and are not understood completely.
Though significant efforts have been devoted to
the research of icing physics, the computational
model of icing accretion still requires further
development.
In
recent
years,
many
computational methods of the icing problem are
developed to improve the simulation of icing
and de-icing process. Computational codes of
icing have been developed at NASA (ANTICE
[2], LEWICE [3]), McGill University [4], et al.
These icing simulation codes usually consist of
four basic steps to analyze icing process [5]:
computation of flow field around components;
determination of super-cooled water droplet
trajectories and local collection efficiency;
thermal balance analysis of the air-water-icebody system; computation of the ice shape on
the components surface.
Flow field around the body can be obtained
by solving Euler or Navier-Stokes equations and
the convective heat transfer coefficient on the
icing surface can be obtained at the same time.
Supercooled water droplet trajectories can be
tracked by using the Lagrangian approach or
Eulerian approach and subsequently the local
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collection efficiency on the surface can be
calculated. Hamed et al. [6] presented a
methodology for three dimensional numerical
simulations of supercooled water droplet
trajectories through rotating blades of an aeroengine and gave the results of droplet
trajectories, rotor blade impingement locations,
and the corresponding water collection
efficiency for a transonic fan rotor. Bourgault et
al. [7] developed a code using an Eulerian
approach to calculate water impact loads on
complex geometries. A number of codes of
predicting the impingement characteristics of
aircraft components have been developed and
all give satisfactory results using either
Lagrangian or Eulerian approach. A significant
effort has been conducted to predict the
impingement characteristics of the supercooled
large droplet (SLD) in recent years [8, 9].
Most ice accretion codes compute the
surface temperature and predict the ice growth
rate using heat and mass balance model given
by Messinger [10]. The heat balance model is
important for predicting ice accretion process
and affects the result of the ice shape. Wright et
al. [11,12] developed an algorithm to model the
two-dimensional transient heat transfer, ice
accretion, ice shedding and ice trajectory which
arise from the use of an electrothermal pad and
examined different numerical methods for
solving the transient heat transfer in a deicing
system occurring in a multilayered body
covered with ice. Al-Khalil [13,14] utilizes the
breakup of a uniformly thin liquid film into
individual streams or rivulets to more accurately
describe the physics of runback water. Yi [15]
modified the icing model and used it for
numerical simulation of rime, glaze and mixed
ice accretion on the airfoil surface. Silva et al.
[16] developed a thermal model considering
coupled and mass transfer effects for anti-icing
numerical simulation. Croce [17] computed the
temperature on the icing surface by solving 3D
Navier-Stokes equations and solid conduction
equation. Dong et al. [18,19] computed and
analyzed the performance of an inlet aeroengine strut anti-icing system using conjugated
algorithm. Papadakis et al. [20] computed inlet
leading edge ice shapes with the LEWICE3D
ice accretion code and LEWICE3D ice shapes

were found to be in good agreement with
experimental results, in terms of ice shape size,
horn features, and icing limits. Iuliano et al. [21]
developed a approach to simulate the SLD icing
phenomena.
Although many efforts have been made on
ice shape simulation, few of them focus on the
icing process of rotating cones. In this paper,
icing processes on rotating cone are studied by
numerical simulation. The flow field is solved
by 2D axisymmetric Ansys Fluent solver [22].
Droplet collection efficiency is computed by
Eulerian approach and ice shape is obtained by
adding ice frozen thickness to dynamic control
volume. The effects of runback water, rotating
speed and free stream temperature on ice shape
are discussed.
2 Numerical Methods
2.1 Computation of the Air Flow
Flow field is needed for calculating the
droplet impingement property and thermal
analysis of the rotating cone. The N-S equations
of steady flow in 2D axisymmetric coordinate
are solved to obtain the flow field around the
cone by using ANSYS FLUENT.
The pressure velocity coupling algorithm is
used to generate solutions for the air flow field.
The second-order upwind advection scheme is
employed for momentum and energy equations.
The SST turbulence model is used to close the
equations for the flow and heat transfer
computation. The boundary layer meshes are
refined y+ to less than 1 near the wall surface of
the cone.
2.2 Description of Droplet Phase Motion
In most cases, the effects of water droplets on
the air flow can be neglected due to the low
liquid water content (LWC). The motion of
water droplets in air flow field is subject to fluid
drag, buoyancy and gravity forces acting on the
water droplets. As the supercooled water droplet
diameter is usually very small, the effects of
buoyancy and gravity forces is small compared
with the aerodynamic forces and can be ignored.
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Droplets' movement is computed by Eulerian
approach. The governing equations of the water
droplet phase are described as follows,

d
   d vd   0
t
 vd d
   d vd vd   D
t

(1)

2.3 Model of Heat and Mass Balance
The impinging water will run back on the cone
surface due to aerodynamic force if the
impinged water cannot be frozen completely.
This model of runback water is shown in Fig. 1.

(2)


where  d , vd and  are density, velocity and
volume fraction of droplet, respectively. D is
the aerodynamic drag force on water droplet
phase. Aerodynamic drag force can be
calculated as follows,
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where A is frontal area of the droplet and equal
1
to d d2 . d d is diameter of the droplet. C D is
4
the drag coefficient, which can be obtained
by[23],
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and relative Reynolds is defined as,
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where subscript a means air phase. Hence, Eqn.
(2) can be derived to,
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Droplet collection efficiency β can be
obtained as,





 vd  n
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where subscript ∞ refers to the value of free

stream and n is the unit normal vector on the
rotating cone surface.

Fig. 1 Water Film Flow on cone Surface
The mass balance equation of run back
flow is,
 in  m
 imp  m
 out  m
 evap  m
 ice
(8)
m
where m in , m imp , m out , m evap and m ice represent
the mass flow rate of incoming water, water
droplets that impinged on surfaces, outflow
water, evaporated water and frozen water on
each surface control volume, respectively.
The mass flow rate of impinged water
droplets is related to the droplet collection
efficiency,
 imp  va Aht LWC
m
(9)
where Aht is the surface area of the control
volume, and LWC is the liquid water content.
The mass flow rate of evaporated water on
the cone surface can be calculated as,
0.622 I water vapor hair pv ,surface  pv ,e
(
)
c p , water
pe  pv , surface
(10)
where pv, surface and pv ,e refers to the saturated
vapor pressure at the cone surface temperature
and the temperature of air flow boundary layer
respectively. p e is the local pressure of air flow.
I water vapor is the latent heat of evaporation. hair
is the convective heat transfer coefficient of air
flow on the cone surface. c p , water is specific heat
of water.
Under icing conditions, the energy balance
equation is as follows,
mevap  FAht
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mimp (

vd2,

 c p , waterT )  mice I water ice  minc p , waterTin

2
 mout c p ,waterTout  mevap I water vapor  qconv Aht

(11)
where I water ice is the latent heat of condensation,
qconv is the heat transfer flux due to convection,
Tin and Tout are temperatures of the water flowing
into the control volume from upstream and the
water running back to the next control volume ,
respectively.
Mass and energy balance equations are
solved from the stagnation point of the cone and
are marched downstream in each control
volume along the cone surface. Then m ice can
be obtained in each surface control volume. The
accreted ice height in each surface control
volume can be calculated as,
m ice
(12)
hice 
ice Aht
During the icing process simulation, ice is
assumed to accrete at the normal direction of the
cone surface
3 Results and Discussions
3.1 Case Conditions
A typical rotating cone configuration is chosen
to simulate the icing process and discuss the
effects of runback water, rotating speed and free
stream temperature on ice shape on the cone
surface. The cone configuration is shown in
Fig.2.

Fig. 2 The computational cone configuration

Airflow around the cone is solved under
2D axisymmetric coordinate by Ansys Fluent.
Rotating is simulated by using the moving wall
boundary. The air velocity of free stream in all
simulations is 40m/s in axial direction. Medium
volume diameter (MVD) of water droplets is
20μm and liquid water content (LWC) is 2g/m3
in all simulations. Transient method is used to
simulate the icing process.
The computation cases at different rotating
speeds of 0, 3000 and 6000rpm are simulated to
analyze the rotating effect with the free stream
temperature of -10℃ for three cases. To find
out the effect of free stream temperature on
icing shape on the cone, three other cases at
different free stream temperature of -5, -10, 20℃ are also studied at the rotating speed of
3000rpm.
3.2 Effects of Runback Water Flow
Fig. 3 shows the simulated ice shapes on the
cone surface under icing condition of free
stream temperature of -10℃, free stream
velocity of 40m/s, MVD of 20μm, LWC of
2g/m3 and rotating speed of 3000rpm for ice
accretion time of 3 minutes. It is assumed that
the impinged water is frozen immediately after
impingement, the maximum ice thickness on the
leading edge of the cone will be about 6mm.
The simulated ice thickness decreases to about
2mm when the runback water model on the
cone surface is considered. The size of ice
thickness is relatively small compared with the
cone size. In glaze icing condition, impinged
water on the leading region cannot be frozen
completely and will run back along the cone
surface. In the rear region of the cone, the
thickness of ice layer is about 0.2mm at the
axial location of 232mm, which is very thin due
to no water droplets impinging there.
Local collection efficiency of impinged
water droplets before icing and 3 minutes after
icing is shown in Fig. 4. After ice accretes on
the cone surface, the maximum collection
efficiency and impingement region become
larger than those with no ice on the cone surface.
It can be deduced that icing accumulation rate
can be larger as icing time goes.
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time of 3 minutes at free stream temperature of
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free stream velocity of -10℃ and rotating speed
of 3000rpm
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The mass rate distributions of runback
water, impingement water and icing water on
the cone surface are shown in Fig. 5. It can be
found that the mass rate of runback water is
larger than the mass rate of impingement water
under this icing condition. The runback water
will have more effects on the ice shape on the
cone surface under glaze icing conditions. As
impingement region and collection efficiency
become larger after ice accreting on the cone
surface, mass rates of both runback water and
impingement water also become larger.

Simulated ice shapes at different rotating
speeds of the cone are shown in Fig. 7. At the
leading edge of the cone, three ice shapes are
similar. At the rear region of the cone, ice
thickness on the stationary cone is larger than
the thickness of rotating cone due to larger
collection efficiency. The ice shapes on the
whole cone are similar at rotating speeds of
3000rpm and 6000 rpm, the ice thickness at
3000rpm is slightly larger than that at 6000rpm.
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distribution on the cone surface without ice at
different rotating speeds. The computational
results show that the rotating speed has effects
on the maximum value and distribution of local
collection efficiency, but the effects are small.
For stationary cone, more water droplets
impinge on the cone surface at the regions of
x=125mm to x=225mm and the rear region. The
characteristics of local collection efficiency
distribution at different rotating speed are
different due to the effect of air tangential
velocity near the cone. The air flow tangential
velocity becomes larger as the radius of cone
increases. The larger air tangential velocity
makes water droplets more difficult to keep
their moving direction and leads to the decrease
of water droplets impingement.
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Fig. 7 Simulated ice shapes for ice accretion
time of 3 minutes at different rotating speed
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different rotating speed

3.4 Effects of free stream temperature
The local collection efficiency on the cone
surface is the same for different temperatures of
free stream due to the same free stream velocity.
The cone rotating speed is 3000rpm. However,
as icing process goes, different free stream
6
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temperatures may lead to different ice shapes,
which can affect air velocity in the flow field as
well as the droplet collection efficiency.
Fig. 8 shows the simulated ice shapes for
ice accretion time of 3 minutes under different
free stream temperatures. At the leading edge of
the cone, higher free stream temperature leads
to thinner ice. Much water is frozen at the
leading edge and the mass flow rate of runback
water is small, thus ice at lower temperature is
thinner than that at higher temperature on the
rear surface of the cone.
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the icing process of a typical rotating aeroengine cone. The flow field around the rotating
cone is computed by CFD code. The trajectories
of supercooled water droplets and the collection
efficiency are calculated by Eulerian approach.
The main conclusions of this paper are as
follows
 Water mass balance is recommended to
be taken into account in the icing
simulation because runback water plays
a very important role in icing process;
 As ice accretes, droplet collection
efficiency becomes larger in both
maximum value and impingement
region for rotating cone.
 Rotating speed affects ice shape slightly.
At the rear region of the cone, ice
thickness on the stationary cone is larger
than the thickness of rotating cone due to
larger collection efficiency.
 Much water is frozen at the leading edge
and the mass flow rate of runback water
is small for lower free stream
temperature. The ice will be thicker for
lower free stream temperature at the
leading edge of the cone, but thinner
than that of higher free stream
temperature on the rear surface of the
cone.
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4 Conclusions
A numerical simulation method of rotating cone
icing process with considering the mass and
energy balance is presented and applied to study
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